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Figure S1: Proposed mechanism for the oxidation of 1,4-HC5 by OH. Branching fractions
are for 298 K and 1 atm; the relative contributions of OH-addition and H-abstraction will
vary with temperature. In the reduced mechanism, we assume that the highly functionalized
C4 product of H-abstraction quickly decomposes or photolyzes to MGLY + CO2 + 2⇥OH.
Figure S2: Proposed mechanism for the oxidation of 4,1-HC5 by OH. Branching fractions
are for 298 K and 1 atm; the relative contributions of OH-addition and H-abstraction will
vary with temperature. In the reduced mechanism, we assume that the highly functionalized
C4 product of H-abstraction quickly decomposes or photolyzes to MGLY + CO2 + 2⇥OH.
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Figure S3: Mechanisms of the reactions of OH with the C5- -hydroperoxyaldehydes formed
following the 1,6 H-shifts of Z -(1,4)- and Z -(4,1)-ISOPOO. No experimental evidence exists
to constrain these rates and products, so the mechanisms shown here are strictly conjectural,
and derived from those of the  -ISOPOOH and  -HPALD isomers. Branching fractions are
for 298 K and 1 atm; the relative contributions of OH-addition and H-abstraction will vary
with temperature.
Figure S4: Photolysis mechanisms of the C4 dihydroperoxy (DHP) carbonyl compounds
formed following the 1,6 H-shifts of Z -(1,4)- and Z -(4,1)-ISOPOO. No experimental evidence
exists to constrain these rates and products, so the mechanisms shown here are strictly
conjectural. For the reduced mechanism, we assume these photolysis reactions occur quickly
enough in the atmosphere to skip the intermediate DHP compounds.
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Figure S5: Mechanisms of the reactions of OH with (1 ONO2, 2 OH)-IHN and
(3 OH, 4 ONO2)-IHN. Branching fractions are for 298 K and 1 atm; the relative con-
tributions of OH-addition and H-abstraction vary with temperature, and in reactions of
peroxy radicals with NO, the relative contributions of the nitrate and alkoxy pathways vary
with both temperature and pressure. For the reduced mechanism, we combine the NO3-
derived  -IHN isomers into a single species, and scale the branching ratios of its subsequent
reactions according to the relative contributions of the isomers. We also combine the various
isomers of stable C5 tetrafunctionalized products.
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Figure S6: Mechanism of the reaction of OH with (1 ONO2, 2 OOH)-IPN. Branching frac-
tions are for 298 K and 1 atm; branching between OH-addition and H-abstraction, epoxide
formation and O2 addition, and nitrate and alkoxy formation all vary with temperature
and/or pressure. For the reduced mechanism, we combine the  -IPN isomers into a single
species, and scale the branching ratios of its subsequent reactions according to the relative
contributions of the isomers. We also combine the various isomers of stable C5 tetrafunc-
tionalized products.
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Figure S7: Mechanism of the reaction of OH with (3 OOH, 4 ONO2)-IPN. Branching frac-
tions are for 298 K and 1 atm; branching between OH-addition and H-abstraction, epoxide
formation and O2 addition, and nitrate and alkoxy formation all vary with temperature
and/or pressure. For the reduced mechanism, we combine the  -IPN isomers into a single
species, and scale the branching ratios of its subsequent reactions according to the relative
contributions of the isomers. We also combine the various isomers of stable C5 tetrafunc-
tionalized products.
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Figure S8: Mechanism of the reaction of OH with (1 ONO2, 2, 3 O, 4 OH)-IHNE. The
cis and trans isomers are not treated separately, as they are expected to react identically.
Branching fractions are for 298 K and 1 atm; branching between oxygen addition and epoxide
opening may depend on temperature and pressure. For the reduced mechanism, we combine
all IHNE isomers into a single species, and scale their branching ratios similarly. We further
combine the various isomers of stable C5 tetrafunctionalized products.
aWe note that the
50:50 branching between the alkoxy decomposition and enol H-shift pathways is particularly
sensitive to their respective rates relative to that of re-epoxidation; though we expect the
enol H-shift to outrun decomposition, we set their branching fractions equal for lack of
experimental evidence.
Figure S9: Mechanism of the reaction of OH with (1 OH, 2, 3 O, 4 ONO2)-IHNE. The
cis and trans isomers are not treated separately, as they are expected to react identically.
Branching fractions are for 298 K and 1 atm; branching between oxygen addition and epoxide
opening may depend on temperature and pressure. For the reduced mechanism, we combine
all IHNE isomers into a single species, and scale their branching ratios similarly. We further
combine the various isomers of stable C5 tetrafunctionalized products.
aWe note that the
50:50 branching between the alkoxy decomposition and enol H-shift pathways is particularly
sensitive to their respective rates relative to that of re-epoxidation; though we expect the
enol H-shift to outrun decomposition, we set their branching fractions equal for lack of
experimental evidence.
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Figure S10: Mechanisms of the reactions of OH with (1 ONO2, 2 OH, 3, 4 O)- and
(1 , 2 O, 3 OH, 4 ONO2)-IHNE. Branching fractions are for 298 K and 1 atm; branching
between oxygen addition and epoxide opening may depend on temperature and pressure,
as does branching between nitrate and alkoxy formation. For the reduced mechanism, we
combine all IHNE isomers into a single species, and scale their branching ratios similarly.
We further combine the various isomers of stable C5 tetrafunctionalized products.
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Figure S11: Mechanism of the reaction of OH with E -(1 OH, 4 ONO2)-IHN. Z -
(1 OH, 4 ONO2)-IHN is expected to react identically. Branching fractions are for 298 K
and 1 atm; in reactions of peroxy radicals with NO, the relative contributions of the nitrate
and alkoxy pathways vary with both temperature and pressure, and the branching between
IEPOX formation and O2 addition also varies with pressure. For the reduced mechanism,
we combine the  -IHN isomers into a single species, and scale the branching ratios of its
subsequent reactions according to the relative contributions of the isomers. We also combine
the various isomers of stable C5 tetrafunctionalized products.
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Figure S12: Mechanism of the reaction of OH with E -(1 OOH, 4 ONO2)-IPN. Z -
(1 OOH, 4 ONO2)-IPN is expected to react identically. Branching fractions are for 298
K and 1 atm; branching between OH-addition and H-abstraction, epoxide formation and O2
addition, and nitrate and alkoxy formation all vary with temperature and/or pressure. For
the reduced mechanism, we combine the  -IPN isomers into a single species, and scale the
branching ratios of its subsequent reactions according to the relative contributions of the
isomers. We also combine the various isomers of stable C5 tetrafunctionalized products.
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Figure S13: Mechanism of the reaction of OH with E -(1 CO, 4 ONO2)-ICN. Z -
(1 CO, 4 ONO2)-ICN is expected to react identically. Branching fractions are for 298
K and 1 atm; branching between OH-addition and -abstraction, epoxide formation and O2
addition, and nitrate and alkoxy formation all vary with temperature and/or pressure. For
the reduced mechanism, we combine the peroxy radical isomers derived from the addition
of OH and O2, and scale the branching ratios of its subsequent reactions with NO and HO2
according to the relative contributions of the isomers. We also combine the various isomers
of stable C5 tetrafunctionalized products.
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Figure S14: Reactions and products following the photolysis of the HPALD2. Branching
fractions are for 298 K and 1 atm; the relative contributions of H-abstraction and OH-
addition pathways vary with temperature. For the reduced mechanism, we ignore some
minor pathways and combine the isomers of the C4 hydroperoxy-dicarbonyl compounds.
Figure S15: Reactions and products following oxidation of HPALD2 by OH. Branching
fractions are for 298 K and 1 atm; the relative contributions of the H-abstraction and OH-
addition pathways vary with temperature, and the branching between epoxide formation
and O2 addition varies with pressure.
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